ABSTRACT. Given an aperiodic dynanlical system (X, T, p,) then there is an ! E L2{p,) with J ! dp, = 0 satisfying the Central Limit Theorem, i.e. if Sm! = ! +! 0 T + ... +! 0 Tm-1 and Urn = IISm!112 then
1. Introduction. The most important and most studied theorem in probability theory is the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) which may be stated in the context of dynamical systems. If (X, T, J.L) is a dynamical system (i.e. T is a measurable, measure-preserving transformation of the Lebesgue probability space (X,J.L)) and Many generalizations of the CLT are in the literature where (1) is shown to hold for a wider class of functions. To the authors' knowledge, all of these work by weakening the independence assumptions. As examples, (1) still holds for certain functions I where I, loT, ... satisfy mixing conditions of Rosenblatt or Ibragimov [8, 14] or form a martingale [2] or satisfy positive dependence conditions with summable convariance functions as in Newman and Wright [10] .
Some attention has been paid to CLT for special dynamical systems, such as Ratner [12] , Denker and Philipp [4] , Hofbauer and Keller [7] , and others cited there. All these results are deduced from kinds of mixing as described above. Similar things can be said about flows, built under a function, but the situation is somewhat more complicated. All these theorems and examples imply at least the K-property, so far no CLT for a dynamical system seems to be published where the system is not K, especially where the system has zero entropy. On the other hand examples of zero entropy Gaussian processes are known to exist, e.g. [9] . The question whether the irrational rotation has a function with CLT was raised by J. P. Conze (see [3, p. 159] ). See also the forthcoming paper of Durr and Goldstein [11] . To make the idea of this paper clear, we would like to point out that there are other types of CLTs known in probability and number theory, and we would like to make them applicable to dynamical systems, as was done for the probabilistic mixing CLTs.
In particular, another sort of generalization of the CLT due to Salem and Zygmund [16] uses the fact that trigonometric functions whose frequencies are far enough apart are 'almost independent'. Specifically given a lacunary sequence sat- In the second part, we prove Theorem 1 in the case where (X, T, f..L) is an irrational rotation using Fourier series. In the third part, Rochlin towers will provide a structure that will allow us to imitate the construction for a rotation in the general case.
REMARK. If the entropy of (X, T, f..L) is positive, then by Sinai's theorem, there are Bernoulli factors so Theorem 1 is trivial. However, the method of construction will be flexible enough to obtain the following results. We may also extend the theorem to flows built under a function by making the construction on the base transformation and appealing to standard arguments, see Renyi [13, p. 390 II. CLT for rotations. Now let X = R/Z be the unit circle with J. L Lebesgue measure and suppose Q E X is irrational and T: Now Tgk = {3kgk where {3 = e 21rio and it follows easily that (3) and (4) 
The examples we construct will all have the following structure: there are 
We also have real numbers cn ! 0, en ! 0 such that j E I n implies {3i is in the first quadrant of the circle and cn > 11-{3il > Cn -en> c/2 which gives for j E I n,
Further, we have numbers an > 0 for n = 1,2, ... so J. E I n => b i = b-i = an and j r:t Un I n => b i = o. ! so defined will belong to L2 provided (6) and because Q is irrational, given Cn, e, kn, an satisfying the above conditions, we can find I n as above and define f.
For such an ! we can rewrite (4)
Now we set L(n) = 2a;kn. Because 411 -{3il-2 ~ 1(1 -{3im)/(1 -{3i)12 and (5) we have the following estimate on the variance of Sm!: for any no such that
n<no n>no PROOF. Set L(n) = 2-'Y n , m = 2 n o, and en = 2-n -no Then for large enough
This estimate on the variance of 8m ! shows that 8m ! is well approximated in L2 by the terms in its Fourier series coming from the block corresponding to J no . Thus to prove (1) for m = 2 n o ~ 00 we may replace 8m f by Knowing kno we may assume eno is so small that 11 -,8jl is essentially ena and so by making another small L2 error, we may replace
where Cna , Dna depend only on eno.
Thus the lemma will be proven if we can satisfy (1) 
is L2-equivalent to
±jEJno +l (10) as m -+ 00, i.e. both functions will have the same limit distribution if there is any. We still are free to choose the size kn of the sets I n as large as we want. If n is fixed choose k n so large that according to (2) for each 2n2 :::; m < 2(n+l)2 
(iii) There exist functions gl: F -+ {-I, I} (l = 0, 1, ... , N -1) such that gO, g2, g4, ... , gN -2 are independent, identically distributed with respect to the measure JlIF and such that g(x) = gl(Tlx) if x E T-l F (l = 0, ... , N -1).
(iv) g21(x) = _g21+K(X) where indices are modN.
. , L) and if 0 ~ I < N, then g(TI(x)) = g(TN+I(x)).
Before we proceed with a construction of special functions, let us note the following properties, which immediately follow from the definition. 
LEMMA 2. Let g be a special function for (F,N,K). Then we have (1) fxgdJl=O. (2) If x E T-jN+1F for some
j = 1,2, ... ,L, then L~(/ g(TI(x)) = O. (3) Let K ~ m < N -K and 0 ~ I < N. Then there exists a set J c {O, 1, ... , m -I} of cardinality K -1, K or K + 1 such that for every L X E U T-jN+1F j=1 we have m-1 L g(Ti+I(x)) = L g(Ti+I(x)).
LEMMA 3. Let g be a special function for (F, N, K). Then we have
We have II Smyll2 = fa ISmyl2 dp, + L ISmyl2 dp" 3) for m and jN -1 -l, where
Choose y E T-jN+1 F with TI' y = x. Then by (3) This shows the lemma, since we have
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where 1s"31, 161 ~ 0 as L,K ~ 00 and c ~ O.
We will now turn to the construction of special functions as we will need it below. We begin with PROOF. We will use Zorn's lemma as a convenience. Let E be the family of all 
Clearly, E is nonempty and if Eo C E is totally ordered, the
belongs to E. Denote by a a maximal element in E. We claim that a is the partition we seek. (ii) Let x E F. Then g(x) = gO(x) and for c E {±1}, 
since After these preparations we are ready to define the functions f: X -+ R for which we will show the CLT property below. We start with a sequence cn '\. 0, a sequence Kn /' 00 of odd integers, a sequence Nn /' 00 of even integers, and a sequence Ln /' 00 of integers (n ~ 1) satisfying (c) below and
Let Fn (n ~ 1) be (NnLn,en)-Rochlin sets and let gn be special functions for n;6no n;6no+l and this converges to exp -~ t 2 , since 8m (ano gno) / ano K~~2 converges to the standard nonnal distribution and since p,( G) ~ 1. Lemmas 6 and 7 now imply that f satisfies the CLT. Lemma 6 shows that for a given m only the contributions of angn +an+1gn+l (n = no(m)) determine the limit and by Lemma 7 this limit exists and is the standard nonnal distribution. The details are carried out as in the proof of Theorem la for the irrational rotation.
